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• Add a detector sensitive to 
hidden sectors via milli-
charged particles produced 
in CMS collisions 

• With Q down to ~10-3e, 
dE/dx is 10-6 MIP -> 
need long active area to 
see signal, 𝒪(1) PE. 

• Install ~1 m x 1 m x 3 m 
scintillator array, pointing 
back to IP, in well shielded 
area of LHC Point 5 

• PX56 observation and 
drainage “gallery” (aka 
tunnel)   

• With triple coincidence, 
random background is 
controlled

1 slide intro/reminder of milliQan experiment
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• Harry and Theo identified a location that would fit the space requirements of the 
detector

PX56 Observation and Drainage gallery

MilliQan integration	studies

ØIn	2015,	Theo	P	carried	out	siting	studies	to	identify	the	best	location	
for	MilliQan

ØIn	2016,	Harry	S	further	defined	the	foreseen	position	of	the	detector

martin.gastal@cern.ch 2

43.
1˚

Ø 43.1° angle	from	horizontal	

Ø 33m	from	the	IP

Ø 5.6˚	angle	from	the	XY	axis

Ø 17m	of	which	is	through	rock	

17/02/17

FIG. 1: A sketch of the working design for mechanical support. The rows of scintillator

bars and PMTs are mounted in trays within three separate stacks. The middle stack is

o↵set horizontally by 1/2 unit as discussed later in this document. An adjustable platform

supports all three stacks and can be tilted to point toward the collision point for data

taking or be retracted to a horizontal orientation during access periods.

infrastructure available in the drainage gallery hinders the use of water cooling, but we ex-

pect the estimated heat load of a few kW could be managed with forced air cooling from a

locally positioned air conditioning unit.

Such a design seems workable without significant infrastructure demands, and we are

proceeding to study the specific options in more detail.

VI. POWER AND CALIBRATIONS

PMTs that meet the required specifications in terms of pulse rise time, dark current and

counting rates, and quantum e�ciency require applied high voltages (HV) between 1-2.5 kV

and have maximum current ratings of 0.2-0.5 mA. For the detector design using 12 read-out

channels per module, the HV power supply (HVPS) must provide approximately 10 mA per

module. In order to minimize costs, we aim to use one HV power supply to power 10 modules

(120 channels), and thus we require a HVPS rated to approximately 100 mA and 500 W. For

a 100 module detector, 10 HVPS are required and the total power requirement would thus be
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Expected Sensitivity of milliQan

• milliQan will greatly extend 
the parameter space 
explored for particles with 
small charge and masses 
above 100 MeV. 

• Calculations+simulations 
indicate that with 300 fb-1 

sensitivity to a particle 
with charge 𝒪(10-3) e can 
be achieved for masses 
of 𝒪(1) GeV, and charge 
𝒪(10-2) e for masses of 
𝒪(10) GeV. 

• Reach improves with 
3000 fb-1  HL-LHC
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FIG. 6: Expected sensitivity for di↵erent LHC luminosity scenarios. The black line shows

the expected 95% C.L. exclusion (solid) and 3� sensitivity (dashed), assuming 300 fb�1 of

integrated luminosity. In blue we show the corresponding expectations for 3000 fb�1.

regarding Geant4.
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Abstract

In this LOI we propose a dedicated experiment that would detect “milli-charged” particles

produced by pp collisions at LHC Point 5. The experiment would be installed during LS2 in

the vestigial drainage gallery above UXC and would not interfere with CMS operations. With

300 fb�1 of integrated luminosity, sensitivity to a particle with charge O(10�3) e can be achieved

for masses of O(1) GeV, and charge O(10�2) e for masses of O(10) GeV, greatly extending the

parameter space explored for particles with small charge and masses above 100 MeV.
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Mechanical Structure Deployed in TS1 of 2017

• Supports weight of “final” milliQan 

• Rotates out of position to allow passage

Lowering of the box to the entrance of the gallery 

Placing the parts on the Trans palette 

Lowering of the box to the entrance of the gallery 

Placing the parts on the Trans palette 

Structure fully assembled  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

60 cm passage between the structure and the wall 

 

Points marked on the ground by survey team. 

The next day (Tuesday) the assembly of the structure began, where the first layer was assembled and brought to its place 
and aligned with the 2 points marked by the survey team, while keeping a passage of 60cm between the structure and the 
wall of the gallery. (All of this was done with supervision from Rob, Harry and Fawzi) 

The first layer was then leveled to a horizontal position using the leveling feet. And after that the assembly of the rest of the 
structure began. 

 

Assembly of the first layer 

 

 

The technical stop (TS1) started on Monday morning, during the afternoon all the parts of the support structure were put in 
a box and lowered through the main entrance using a mobile crane. When the parts reached the entrance of the gallery, the 
various parts were put on a Trans palette and transported to the assembly site. During this time, the survey team was 
working on the assembly site to mark 2 points on the ground (the center of rotation, and the  other point to point to IP) 

All parts of the structure in one box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mobile crane 

 

Transporting the parts to the assembly location 

The Survey team marking the points 

 

 

 

 

 
Transporting the parts to the assembly location 

The Survey team marking the points 

 

 

 

 

 



Demonstrator Installed in TS2 of 2017

• 12 scintillator bars installed (1% full milliQan) + 2 
hodoscope packs on either end



Event Display from Demonstrator

Jae&Hyeok&Yoo&(UCSB) MilliQan&monthly&meeIng&(10/05/2017) 12

20170925_071105
looks&like&a&muon&going&
through&right&top&MBs

bo1om&right&bar&in&the&
bo1om&module&has&hit

top view

side view



Analysis of Data from Demonstrator
• Confirmed alignment to IP 

• Seeing muons from CMS at expected 
rate 

• Backgrounds 

• two correlated hits + random 

• cosmics + random 

• radiation + random 

• To understand this better, tag comics events 
using more scintillator 

Jae$Hyeok$Yoo$(UCSB) MilliQan$CollaboraFon$meeFng$(11/30/2017)

Occupancy$vs$luminosity
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• Background$(1.8/hour)$subtracted$

• Uncertainty$
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• y:$sqrt$of$event$yields$
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Ev
en

ts

χ2/ndf=74.6/67

Measured Rate: 0.18/pb-1 

Expected Rate from 
Simulation: 
0.22/pb-1

Jae$Hyeok$Yoo$(UCSB) MilliQan$CollaboraFon$meeFng$(11/30/2017)

AddiFonal$bars

25

6$bars$on$top$of$MQ$bars$in$parallel$

3^4$bars$perpendicular$to$MQ$bars$

The$dominant$background$seems$to$be$two$correlated$hits$+$random$

cosmics$+$random$or$radiaFon$+$random$

To$understand$this$be\er,$tag$comics$events$using$more$bars



Demonstrator Upgraded during 2017-18 YETS

• Added additional set of milliQan bars in 
vertical dimension to aid with cosmic 
identification 

• Added thin sheets on scintillator on top and 
side to aid in cosmic veto  

• Added scintillator slabs between between 
bars to help understand longitudinal 
“showers” 

• Added some environmental sensors to help 
understand environment 

• Added more hodoscope packs to aid in 
“tracking” 



Demonstrator Upgraded during 2017-18 YETS

• Now have 18 
milliQan bars 

• 9 thin scintillator 
veto sheets 

• 4 scintillator 
slabs between 
bars 

• Expanded 
hodoscope 

• Timing 
information from 
CMS 

• 4 magnetic field 
sensors 

• Temperature & 
humidity sensors 

• Fire protection 
system

Particles

R878

ET

R7725

Channel Map 
Post-YETS 18
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Mechanical Supports for Modules

Full-detector Design

➢ Been working with a new Lebanese student, Maytham, on a design for 
the full detector – including how to support all bars/PMTs, plus cooling 
to -20C, plus veto shields, etc.

➢ Under supervision of Martin and especially Rob (and Maytham’s 
advisors)

➢ We’ve been meeting almost every week (usually Fridays at 3pm CERN)
➢ Currently quite advanced! Main design ~done!

Full-detector Design

➢ Modules are 15x15cm… room inside for spacers, supports, cold air flow…
➢ 12-bar modules connect into 6-module “layers”
➢ There are 7 layers total, in 3 steps (3,2,2), for 504 bars total

The “cage” holds the layers together and
attaches them to the support structure

X 4 units assembled, the pointing is achieved by the shape of the 
plates as shown.

3. The new idea:
X 1 unit assembled: (the plates sits on each other and connected by 

screws).



Data from Upgraded Demonstrator
• Have been taking data since end of YETS

Jae	Hyeok	Yoo	(UCSB) PR	plots	for	Chris	(05/15/2018)

Occupancy	as	a	funcHon	of	Hme
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Jae	Hyeok	Yoo	(UCSB) PR	plots	for	Chris	(05/15/2018)

Comparison	with	LHC	lumi
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Red	is	a	cumulaHve	version	of	the	

previous	plot	

Black	is	CMS	integrated	

luminosity	taken	from	the	LPC	

webpage	(should	be	public)	
(hVp://lpc-afs.web.cern.ch/lpc-afs/LHC/2018/

luminosity_data_pp.txt)		

Black	is	normalized	to	red	such	

that	the	last	points	match	

They	show	very	good	correlaHon

Jae	Hyeok	Yoo	(UCSB) PR	plots	for	Chris	(05/15/2018)

Event	display	of	a	clean	thru-going	parHcle

2

view	from	top

view	from	side

Run	816,	file	117,	event	3472

Red =  cumulative version of the plot below  

Black  =  CMS luminosity from http://lpc-
afs.web.cern.ch/lpc-afs/LHC/2018/ 

luminosity_data_pp.txt)   



Data from Upgraded Demonstrator (cont.)
• Have confirmed muon rate observed in 2017 

• Observe luminosity structure within a fill 

• Measured time constant of 13 ± 2 h 

• Consistent with beam lifetime of fill of 14 h 

• Study of in situ background with additional 
handles provided by upgrades is ongoing 

Jae	Hyeok	Yoo	(UCSB) PR	plots	for	Chris	(05/15/2018)

Occupancy	vs	lumi
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Jae	Hyeok	Yoo	(UCSB) PR	plots	for	Chris	(05/15/2018)

Luminosity	structure	within	a	fill
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Jae	Hyeok	Yoo	(UCSB) PR	plots	for	Chris	(05/15/2018)
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Timeline & Next Steps
• Plan is to have experiment ready for physics before Run 3 (2020) 

• Construction/Installation during LS2 

• Take data for Runs 3,4,5, … 

• Have already installed 1/100th scale demonstrator in tunnel that has been taking data since September 2017 

• Opportunity to make in situ background measurements with beam before Run 3 

• Have already learned a lot from this data about operating environment 

• Engineering/mechanics at an advanced stage 

• Final support structure already in place, module designs becoming mature 

• On track to meet schedule (if funded) 

• M&S ~$1M

3rd milliQan collaboration meeting, Nov. 2017


